
 

 

SecondOpinions.com, a Leading Edge 
Telemedicine Company Provides Solution to 
Obamacare Challenges for Doctors, Patients, 
Employers and Insurance Industry 

Unique Virtual Network Offers Patients Same-Day Second 
Opinions and Consultations/Watch ABC Television Interview 
For Benefits  

Press Release: SecondOpinons.com – Wed, Jul 31, 2013 8:00 AM EDT 

FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.--(BUSINESS WIRE)--  

USARAD.com, a leading US Joint Commission Accredited teleradiology and telemedicine 
solutions company recently launched SecondOpinions.com a cloud-based internet service that 
enhances patient care by providing consumers with a new resource for informed health care 
decisions. This proprietary service brings the best that modern medicine has to offer.  

Click this link to view our television interview that recently aired on WPLG-TV, ABC in 
Miami, Florida. https://secondopinions.com/mediaroom/television-interviews.html  

Doctors across America can greatly benefit by joining our network. SecondOpinions.com is a 
service that connects patients all over the world to top American radiologists and physicians 
within all medical specialties by obtaining same-day consultations and second opinions from 
board certified and fellowship trained experts.  

“The pressure to cut healthcare costs due to The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act, also 
known as Obamacare, is taking a financial toll on physicians,” said Michael Yuz, MD, CEO and 
Founder of SecondOpinions.com. Yuz went on to say that while it is necessary to add 
efficiencies to our broken healthcare system, lower medical errors, prevent unnecessary medical 
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procedures and decrease healthcare costs, joining SecondOpinions.com will also assure that the 
doctors are compensated for their expert advice 24/7 and regain their income!  

If you are concerned that the new health care reform act will lower your salary, or even 
jeopardize your career, by joining secondopinions.com, network physicians will have the 
opportunity to offer second opinions to their own patients or other patients within the state that 
they are licensed, from the comfort of their own homes.  

SecondOpinions.com invites expert physicians to join our network and utilize this unique 
opportunity to earn extra revenue at a time when Medicare and insurance compensation to 
doctors is diminishing. SecondOpinions.com is comprised of a network of thousands of board 
certified doctors who provide consultations in all medical specialties as well as primary care. 
Due to an exponential growth we are seeking many additional expert doctors in most specialties 
and subspecialties including Radiology, Cardiology, Urology, Emergency Medicine, Orthopedic 
surgery, Neurosurgery, Dermatology, Oncology, Neurology, Ear Nose & Throat (ENT), 
Anesthesia, General Surgery, Pulmonology, Pediatrics, Internal Medicine, Thoracic & Vascular 
Surgery, Obstetrics & Gynecology and many others.  

The benefits of joining our network are clear. Typically, doctors cannot spend as much time with 
their patients as they’d like due to system inefficiencies and time constraints. 
SecondOpinions.com provides the environment for doctors to see patients virtually on demand to 
answer their questions or offer a second opinion.  

SecondOpinions.com’s patent-pending, fully automated platform allows patients to easily upload 
original radiological images to a HIPAA (Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act) 
regulated, secure and confidential platform and receive an expert second opinion within hours. 
The price, ranging from $29.00-$99.00 per report, makes the service both accessible and 
affordable. Expert subspecialist radiologists are available 24/7/365 in all 50 states. In addition, 
physicians in virtually all medical fields have the opportunity to provide second opinion 
consultations via telephone and video chat at an affordable price as low as $49 per 5-minute 
consultation.  

For more information: https://secondopinions.com.  

About SecondOpinions.com & USARAD.com:  

SecondOpinons.com is a medical consultation and second opinions leader providing second 
opinion consultation services in all areas of medicine including radiology. Utilizing our unique, 
proprietary patent- pending, cloud technology, we’ve made it possible to receive an expert 
second opinion in the privacy of your home or office. SecondOpinions.com is a division of 
USARAD.com, a leading US Joint Commission Accredited teleradiology company committed to 
providing timely and responsive image review using highly qualified specialists and is one of the 
fastest growing teleradiology groups in the country. The company provides 24/7/365 service in 
all 50 states for imaging centers, hospitals and mobile imaging providers.  
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